Introduction/Purpose: This study investigated whether the progressive
Heart rate (HR) increases progressively; stroke volume (SV), mean arterial and pulmonary pressures decrease progressively; while cardiac output (Q . ) remains relatively constant (11, 25) . Cardiovascular drift (CVdrift) drift is observed in thermoneutral (11) and warm (20) environments, but greater changes occur in a warm environment (13) .
Paragraph Number 2
The mechanism underlying CVdrift is controversial (6) . One hypothesis is that CVdrift is caused by peripheral displacement of the blood volume with progressive increases in cutaneous blood flow and venous volume causing the progressive fall in central venous pressure, SV and arterial pressure (11, 16, 25) . An alternate hypothesis is that the progressive increase in HR caused by hyperthermia and increased sympathetic nervous system activity decreases ventricular filling time, end-diastolic volume and SV (6) .
Paragraph Number 3
Regardless of the cause, the consequence of CVdrift for physical work capacity is not fully understood. Studies that have measured V . O2max following prolonged exercise suggest that under thermoneutral conditions, CVdrift is associated with a modest (5 -12%) reduction in V . O2max (10, 29, 30) .
However, in these studies, V . O2max was not measured at the same points in time as the variables characterizing CVdrift. Thus, it is uncertain whether the altered V . O2max accurately reflected the effect of CVdrift. Furthermore, the effect on V . O2max
of CVdrift that occurs during prolonged exercise in a hot environment is unresolved (13) . CVdrift that occurred in the same time interval. Forty-five min of exercise was selected because this is a duration during which considerable CVdrift occurs (11) and which is typical of aerobic exercise used for conditioning. To determine the extent to which any relation of CVdrift to V . O2max was accounted for by dehydration, the protocol above was completed under one condition in which no fluid was ingested (NF) and during a second condition in which fluid was ingested to prevent dehydration (F). Because studies on the effect of fluid ingestion on the magnitude of CVdrift when the duration of exercise is less than 1 hr have been equivocal (20, 22) , we were uncertain whether any effect would be evident. in the environmental chamber with the subject upright on the cycle ergometer prior to beginning the submaximal exercise.
Paragraph Number 4

Statistical Analysis
Paragraph Number 19 Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v. test. An α level of 0.05 was used for all significance tests. Tre and Tb also were higher by ~1.0C, and E was higher by 37%.
RESULTS
Paragraph Number 20
Paragraph Number 23 Measures of exercise intensity. Data on measures
of exercise intensity based on the V . O2max values obtained during the control graded exercise test (GXT) and at the respective time points are provided in Table 3 . 
DISCUSSION
Paragraph Number 24 Cardiovascular drift is a well established
phenomenon (6, 25) . However, it is not clear whether the progressive increase in HR and decrease in SV over time are benign with little implication for performance, or whether they reflect altered V . O2max and thus have implications for performance and exercise prescription. Our primary purpose was to determine whether or not
CVdrift is associated with a change in V . O2max, and to determine the implications for prescription of exercise intensity for people exercising to develop aerobic fitness.
A limitation of the study was that subjects were a homogeneous population of young, fit males who were tested under specific environmental conditions. Thus, Cardiovascular drift and V . O2max MSSE 0604-14R2 12 applying the current findings to a population and/or environment different from the one employed in this study warrants caution.
Paragraph Number 25
The main finding of this study is that CVdrift, as reflected by the fall in SV and rise in HR over time, is accompanied by a decrease in V . O2max during 45 min of submaximal, constant-rate exercise in a hot environment. Because submaximal V . O2 increased only slightly, the decrease in V . O2max increased the relative metabolic intensity during submaximal cycling. The data provide support for the validity of using changes in HR to reflect changes in relative metabolic intensity during prolonged exercise in a hot environment in which CVdrift occurs.
Paragraph Number 26
We designed a protocol that previous studies (11, 21, 33) have shown should cause considerable CVdrift using an intensity and (Table 3 and Figure 2 ). Thus, these data provide support for the practice of using HR as a marker of change in relative metabolic intensity during prolonged exercise in the heat in which a progressive rise in HR occurs over time. 84.0 ± 6.0 * 68.0 ± 5.8 80.9 ± 6.1 * V . O2max = maximal oxygen uptake, HRmax = maximal heart rate, %V . O2R = percent of maximal oxygen uptake reserve, %HRR = percent of maximal heart rate reserve.
Paragraph Number 35
*Significantly different from 15-min value at p < 0.05.
